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ABSTRACT The possibility of accurately describing the internal dynamics of proteins, in terms of movements of a few approx-
imately-rigid subparts, is an appealing biophysical problem with important implications for the analysis and interpretation of data
from experiments or numerical simulations. The problem is tackled here by means of a novel variational approach that exploits
information about equilibrium ﬂuctuations of interresidues distances, provided, e.g., by atomistic molecular dynamics simulations
or coarse-grained models. No contiguity in primary sequence or in space is enforced a priori for amino acids grouped in the
same rigid unit. The identiﬁcation of the rigid protein moduli, or dynamical domains, provides valuable insight into functionally
oriented aspects of protein internal dynamics. To illustrate this point, we ﬁrst discuss the decomposition of adenylate kinase
and HIV-1 protease and then extend the investigation to several representatives of the hydrolase enzymatic class. The known
catalytic site of these enzymes is found to be preferentially located close to the boundary separating the two primary dynamical
subdomains.INTRODUCTION
The biological functionality of many proteins depends on
their capability to sustain large-scale conformational changes
(1–12). Recent experimental advancements have provided
novel insight into the complex relationship among protein
structure, elasticity, and functionality, and have indicated
that several enzymes possess innate modes of structural fluc-
tuation that are functionally oriented and encoded in the over-
all structural architecture of the protein (13). By this it is meant
that the modes are limitedly affected by the chemical or struc-
tural differences across wild-type conformers or mutants. The
observed robustness of the modes of structural fluctuations
arguably reflects the collective, large-scale character of the
lowest-energy modes of fluctuation of proteins (3).
The collective character of these modes is here taken as
the motivation to seek an optimal description of a protein
internal dynamics, in terms of the relative motion of a preas-
signed number of approximately-rigid units.
The problem of decomposing proteins into groups of
amino acids that have definite correlations in their equilib-
rium fluctuations has been previously addressed by a number
of studies (14–19). In the approach of Hinsen and co-workers
(14,15), for instance, large quasirigid blocks are built from
small clusters of amino acids whose rigid-body motion is
deduced from one low-energy mode of fluctuation. Clusters
with similar rigid-body motions are next lumped together
irrespective of their spatial separation. A related clustering
strategy is employed by the DynDom web-server to decom-
pose single-chain proteins based on the deformation vector
bridging two given conformations (16). Other dynamics-
based groupings of amino acids have been performed
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entailed by a single low-energy mode (17) or from pairwise
correlation patterns in the covariance matrix itself (18).
A further interesting approach is offered by the transla-
tion-libration-screwlike (TLS) motion analysis introduced
by Schomaker and Trueblood (20). In this scheme, which
is used for crystallographic data refinement, the presence
of approximately-rigid protein subunits may be inferred
from the spatial modulation of the B-factors of the various
amino acids (21). Current TLS implementations employ
stochastic optimization techniques to subdivide proteins
into a given number of nearly rigid blocks that are uninter-
rupted along the primary sequence (22).
In this study we introduce a variational scheme for the
identification of nearly-rigid protein subparts, i.e., groups of
amino acids that experience limited fluctuation of their pair-
wise distances. The method requires as input the essential
dynamical spaces (23), i.e., the collective degrees of freedom
that mostly account for a protein’s equilibrium fluctuations
(2), and the target number of domains to be identified. Based
on this information, the amino acids are grouped so to mini-
mize a phenomenological strain-energy function which
ensures that the internal fluctuations of the groups are as small
as possible compared to those across groups. The rigidlike
character of the groups, hereafter also termed dynamical
domains, is identified directly from a variational principle
with no prior assumptions on the proximity in sequence or
space of the grouped amino acids, nor on considerations of
sign and magnitude of entries of the covariance matrix (in
rigid bodies that are pivoted, the motion of specific pairs of
points can even be negatively correlated). Although the
number of desired subdivisions is left as input to the user,
the fraction of overall internal mobility captured by the
decomposition can be used to identify the appropriate number
doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2009.03.051
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structural coarse-graining and dynamical accuracy.
We first apply the method to specific proteins of high
biological interest, the internal dynamics of which had
been previously studied in connection to their functionality,
namely Escherichia coli adenylate kinase and HIV-1 pro-
tease. The method is next used, in conjunction with elastic
network approaches, as a tool for investigating the relation
between the position of the boundary separating the two
primary dynamical domains and the location of the known
catalytic site.
The fact that a substantial fraction of proteins equilibrium
fluctuations can be accounted for by a very limited number
of degrees of freedom (the roto-translational amplitudes for
each rigid block) suggests that the dynamical-domains
decomposition could be profitably used in various applicative
contexts, a number of which are presented in the conclusions.
METHODS
Covariance matrix and essential dynamical
spaces
A natural formulation and motivation of the method discussed here is
provided in terms of the few collective coordinates that best account for
the structural fluctuations in a given protein (2). These generalized coordi-
nates, also termed essential dynamical spaces or low-energy modes, are aptly
identified as the eigenvectors associated to the largest eigenvalues of the
covariance matrix, C,
Cij;mn ¼

drmi dr
n
j

; (1)
where the brackets denote the canonical ensemble average over structural
configurations and dri
m indicates the mth Cartesian component of the vector
displacement of the ith Ca from the average reference position. The covari-
ance matrix is obtained either from atomistic molecular dynamics simula-
tions or from exactly-solvable elastic network approaches (3,14,24,25). In
the latter case, the canonical weight of a protein configuration is controlled
by a model potential energy, F, that is quadratic in terms of the displace-
ments of the amino acids from a preassigned reference structure,
F ¼Pij;mn drmi Mmnij drnj . The quadratic nature of F implies that the eigenvec-
tors of C associated to the largest eigenvalues correspond to the lowest-
energy modes of fluctuation of the system.
The elastic network model employed here is based on the b-Gaussian
model of Micheletti et al. (25), where each amino acid is represented by
two centroids (for the backbone and side chain). To avoid artifacts in the
dynamical domain decomposition arising from overestimation of the
mobility of exposed loops/termini, the range of the pairwise interaction of
centroids at distance x is prolonged beyond the default value of 7.5 A˚ and
weighted by an exponentially decreasing term, exp[(x  7.5 A˚)/2 A˚].
Rigid-block decomposition
The collective character of low-energy modes in proteins suggests that the
internal dynamics of these biomolecules might be described in terms of
the relative motion of a limited number of approximately rigid subunits.
This picture holds if the distance fluctuation of amino-acid pairs within
the blocks is appreciably smaller than for pairs in different blocks. In the
following we shall discuss a general variational framework, apt for numer-
ical implementation, for performing an optimal decomposition of a protein
into a preassigned number of approximately-rigid groups.Biophysical Journal 96(12) 4993–5002A convenient criterion of optimality is given by the maximization, over
the possible groupings, of the system mean-square fluctuation captured by
the lowest-energy modes that is compatible with a nearly-rigid character
of each group of amino acids.
For definiteness we discuss a subdivision of a protein’s amino acids into Q
putatively-rigid groups. We shall further indicate with~vl, the l
th (nonzero)
lowest-energy mode of the system C~vl ¼ ll~vl , with ll being the associated
eigenvalue. We consider the following decomposition of the mode
~vl ¼ ~v rbl þ D~vl; (2)
where~vrbl is the best rigid-body fit of the mode and D~vl is the correction that
accounts for the internal distortions within the putatively rigid blocks. Notice
that the spatial contiguity of amino acids belonging to the same group is not
enforced a priori. The first term of the right-hand side is entirely specified by
6Q parameters that correspond to the roto-translations of each rigid-body
block. The modes are assumed to describe perturbative fluctuations of the
reference structure (it should be borne in mind that this condition may be
poorly met by highly mobile regions such as exposed loops or termini).
The rigid-body motion of a group of residues consequently admits a linear
parameterization in terms of the roto-translational degrees of freedom. In
fact, the lth modal displacement of the ith amino acid belonging, say, to
the qth group, is given by
~v rbl ðiÞ ¼ ~tlðqÞ þ ~ulðqÞ 

~ri ~r cmq

; (3)
where~r cmq denotes the center of mass of the q
th group and~ri is the position of
the ith Ca. Notice that the same translation and rotation parameters
(~tl and ~ul, respectively) are used for each residue in a given group. The
optimal rigid-body approximation to ~vl is obtained by maximizing the
norm of ~vrbl over the 6Q-dimensional parameter space. The accuracy of
the fit is readily obtained by computing the fraction of the norm of the essen-
tial dynamical space captured by the rigid-body approximation:
~v rbl
2
~vl
2 ¼
~v rbl
2 ¼ 1  D~vl
2: (4)
Considering the space of the top n essential modes, the above expression
generalizes to
f ¼
Pn
l¼ 1
ll
~v rbl
2
Pn
l¼ 1
ll
: (5)
Unless otherwise stated, considerations will be limited, as customary, to the
n ¼ 10 lowest-energy modes, which are usually sufficient to capture most of
the fluctuations in a given system (alternatively n could be chosen so to
capture a preassigned fraction of the overall internal fluctuations). The
goal of the procedure is to identify, within the possible partitioning of amino
acids into Q dynamical domains, the one yielding the largest possible value
of f.
Elastic deformation energy
Because the volume of configuration space (number of distinct amino
acids groupings) is large, the optimization of f in Eq. 5 requires the
stochastic exploration of tens of thousands of possible amino-acid group-
ings. Even if optimized algorithms exist for the calculation of the rigid fits
(26), the number of repeated matrix operations involved is so large that
it is not computationally convenient to extremize directly the quantity f.
A more effective strategy is to perform a preliminary exploration of config-
uration space by optimizing a simple objective function to efficiently
identify candidate subdivisions over which f is finally evaluated and
maximized.
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FðfsgÞ ¼ 1
2
X
isj
dsi;sj
Xn
l¼ 1
ll
h
ð~vlðiÞ ~vlðjÞÞ ,~d0ij
i2
þ a
2
X
isj

1  dsi;sj
1 þ tanh

Rc 
~d0ij

2
;
(6)
where si ¼ 1 $$$ Q denotes the group to which amino acid i belongs, d is the
Kro¨necker delta,~d0ij is the distance vector of amino acids i and j in the refer-
ence conformation, Rc is an interaction cutoff distance set equal to 7 A˚, and
n ¼ 10. The sought optimal grouping of amino acids is the one that mini-
mizes F, similarly to the spirit of graph clustering methods (27). For systems
consisting of truly-rigid subparts, this will be analogous to maximizing f.
The first term in the sum represents the cost of the average elastic energy
associated to the internal deformation of the molecule. This term penalizes
fluctuations in the distance of any two points belonging to the same puta-
tively-rigid group, consistently with the definition of rigid bodies. The
second term introduces a penalty, controlled by the parameter a R 0, for
dynamical domains consisting of regions that are disconnected in space.
Upon increasing a, in fact, the term disfavors the number of pairs of neigh-
boring amino acids (those closer than the cutoff distance Rc ¼ 7 A˚) that
belong to different groups. The optimization of F, therefore, leads to group
assignments that minimize the interface area between the groups, while not
strictly enforcing the spatial compactness of the domains. The minimization
of F is straightforwardly done within a simulated annealing protocol, with
elementary moves corresponding to changes of the group assignment of
individual amino acids. The corresponding changes of F only require the
summation of N precalculated quantities, N being the number of amino acids
in the protein. Proteins of 200 residues can thus be subdivided into, e.g., 10
dynamical domains in ~1 min, on present-day personal computers.
The search for the optimal solution is carried out separately for increasing
values of a. Notice that for sufficiently large a, the minimization of F even-
tually leads to solutions having fewer groups than Q, which are hence not
considered (this is intuitively expected, as in the limit a/N the presence
of boundaries is forbidden, and a single dynamical domain is returned by the
minimization of F). The solution corresponding to the largest value of f is
taken as providing the best subdivision.
RESULTS
We first discuss the application of the rigid block decomposi-
tion to E. coli adenylate kinase (AKE) and HIV-1 protease
(HIV-1 PR), two enzymes whose internal functionally
oriented dynamics has been extensively studied; see, e.g.,
the literature (5,8,9,25,28–35) and references therein. The
rigid-block decomposition is performed based on data from
atomistic molecular dynamics simulations (for AKE) and
from elastic network models (for HIV-1 PR). The method is
next applied for a rigid-subunit decomposition of two sets of
proteins. The first set consists of monomeric enzymes repre-
senting the main CATH structural classes (36) of hydrolases
(class 3 according to enzyme classification, i.e., EC (37)).
For these enzymes we investigate the existence of systematic
biases in the location of the known catalytic site, with respect
to the boundaries separating primary dynamical subdomains.
We conclude the analysis by investigating the extent to which
the optimal subdivision returns groups of residues that span
uninterrupted stretches of the primary sequence or occupy
compact regions in space. This analysis will be performedon a set of 90 protein monomers that, according to the
CATH classification, consist of three-to-six structural domains
each being uninterrupted along the primary sequence.
Adenylate kinase
Adenylate kinase is a phosphotransferase regulating the rela-
tive abundance of AMP, ADP, and ATP within the cell. The
enzyme is composed by a central core and two domains, the
ATP binding domain (Lid) and the AMP binding one, which
are highly mobile. In the available ‘‘closed’’ crystallographic
state (Protein Data Bank (PDB) code: 1ake), they are dis-
placed toward the core by >7 A˚, with respect to the ‘‘open’’
crystal structure (PDB code: 4ake).
Recent experiments have indicated that the enzyme is
spontaneously capable of interconverting between the closed
and open forms even in the absence of ligands (8,9). This
points to the predisposition of AKE’s internal dynamics to
bridging the open/closed conformations and to the absence
of large free-energy barriers separating the two reference
states, consistently with indications from atomistic molecular
dynamics simulations of AKE (10,29,30).
For example, in a recent computational/theoretical study
carried out by some of us (30), the dynamical evolution of
the free E. coli adenylate kinase was followed from two
starting structures for as long as 100 ns. Over this extensive
time-span, which is nevertheless much smaller than the
experimental interconversion time, the molecule was found
to populate a fair number of structurally distinct substates.
Most of the structural fluctuations within and across the
substates were described by very few low-energy collective
modes entailing the independent motion of the Lid and
AMP-bd subdomains with respect to the core (see Figs. 6
and 9 in (30)).
The rigid-block decomposition scheme here applied to
AKE lends naturally to assessing if, and to what extent, the
molecule’s internal dynamics can be described in terms of
a few parts that move as nearly-rigid units. We begin by
considering the fluctuations within the substate where the
50-ns-long trajectory started from the open structure, 4ake,
dwelled for ~10 ns (30). The reference structure for the
substate, which is the most populated of the MD trajectory,
is provided in Fig. 1 a, along with the representation of the
lowest energy mode. The mobility the Lid and of the AMP-
binding subdomains, corresponding to regions 117–164 and
30–64, respectively, is evident.
The n ¼ 10 lowest energy modes within the substate were
used to subdivide the enzyme into Q ¼ 2, 3.10 dynamical
domains. A representation of the subdivisions into three and
four groups is provided in Fig. 1, b and c. The fraction of
essential dynamics motion (see Eq. 5) captured by the
various subdivisions is shown in Fig. 1 d.
The graph indicates that a very limited number of dynam-
ical domains is already sufficient to account for most of the
essential dynamics. In fact, subdivisions into Q ¼ 2, 3, andBiophysical Journal 96(12) 4993–5002
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kinase. Subdivisions of the enzyme in Q ¼ 3 and Q ¼ 4
rigid subunits, identified by different colors, are shown in
panels b and c. The decomposition was performed taking
into account the 10 lowest-energy modes. For clarity,
only the rigid-body approximation to the first mode is
shown. The fraction of essential dynamical motion (see
Eq. 5) captured by the subdivision into Q ¼ 2.10 rigid
domains is shown in panel d. Panels e–i show analogous
results for HIV-1 protease. The two catalytic residues
(Asp25 and Asp124) are highlighted in green in the three-
dimensional structure.4 blocks capture as much as 52%, 77%, and 83% of the fluc-
tuations entailed by the n ¼ 10 essential modes (which
account for 80% of the overall mobility).
The subdivision for Q¼ 2 identifies region 122–156 as an
approximately rigid, but highly mobile, unit. The region
overlaps well with the Lid indicated before. The less mobile
AMP-binding domain is identified as a distinct unit when
using Q ¼ 3. In fact, for Q ¼ 3, the regions corresponding
to the two mobile nearly-rigid subdomains are 122–158 and
32–59, and are compatible with the customary tripartite sub-
domain division of AKE. If the entire 50-ns-long trajectory
is used rather than the most populated substate, it is found
that the boundary of the AMP-binding domain is virtually
unaltered (sequence interval 32–60). The larger configura-
tional space spanned by the more mobile Lid domain insteadBiophysical Journal 96(12) 4993–5002reflects into an extension of the both the left and right subdo-
main boundaries by ~10 residues, thus covering the interval
112–167.
In summary, for Q¼ 3, the three units cover five sequence
intervals: one for each of the two mobile domains and three
for the nearly-fixed core. It is interesting to compare this
dynamics-based subdivision with the one provided by the
TLS analysis of crystallographic data (22), which enforces
the sequence continuity of each rigid block. The TLS decom-
position of 4ake into five intervals (as many as those found
with Q ¼ 3) returns the following segments: 1–27, 78–116,
and 171–214, identifiable with the core, and 28–77 and
117–170, compatible with the AMP-bd and Lid subdomains,
respectively. With the exception of one of the AMP-bd/core
boundaries, the TLS subdivisions and those of our analysis
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mately five residues. They are hence generally consistent,
despite the differences not only in method but also for the
nature of the input data (crystallographic B-factors for TLS
and MD data for our method). An important distinction
between the two results is, however, that the three segments
constituting the core regions are encompassed in a single rigid
unit by this variational method, while the others are treated as
independent ones within the TLS scheme.
The optimal subdivision was compared also with the one
returned by the DynDom server (16), which requires the input
of two structures representing the conformational variability
of the molecule of interest. Accordingly, from the set of
MD-sampled conformers we selected the pair with the largest
root mean-square deviation. DynDom returned a subdivi-
sion in two domains, the smallest corresponding to the Lid
(sequence interval 110–169) plus a small loop (residues
6–12) and the other to the core plus the AMP-binding domain.
Interestingly, this latter subdomain is recognized as a separate
dynamical domain if the open and closed crystallographic
conformers of AKE (1ake, 4ake) are used as input structures.
We conclude by commenting on the subdivision in Q ¼ 4
dynamical units of the most populated MD substate. With
respect to the Q ¼ 3 case, the boundaries of the two mobile
domains are only slightly adjusted to 35–60 and 118–159,
respectively. However, a new domain, comprising several
sequence segments 7–25, 108–117, 160–174, and 195–214,
is identified at the interface between the core and the Lid.
This group of hinge residues have consistently been shown,
by independent methods (28,30), to be subject to a significa-
tive strain during the free enzyme dynamical evolution.
HIV-1 protease
As a further example of the dynamics-based decomposition
we consider the HIV-1 protease dimer complexed with
a peptide substrate. The internal dynamics of the enzyme
has a distinctive collective character that has been exten-
sively investigated in past years by means of both atomistic
MD simulations as well as coarse-grained models (see
(5,7,33–35) and references therein). The enzyme flaps, in
fact, carry out particular large-scale movements, resulting
in detectable anticorrelated displacements of the flap’s tip,
which contacts the bound (inhibiting) peptide and the distal
region of the flaps, where several mutations causing drug
resistance are located (5).
To illustrate the applicability of the method in the absence of
data from atomistic simulations, we obtained the essential
dynamical spaces from the bGM elastic network model of Mi-
cheletti et al. (25), modified as described in the Methods section.
The complex shown in Fig. 1 e, which corresponds to the
equilibrium structure of the MD study of Piana et al. (5), was
again subdivided from 2 to 10 domains (see Fig. 1, f–h). The
fraction of internal dynamics captured by the various decom-
positions is shown in Fig. 1 i. The curve has a slightly slowerincreasing trend compared to AKE (Fig. 1 d). In fact, when
Q ¼ 3, 4 domains are used, ~72% and 79%, respectively, of
the essential dynamical fluctuations is captured for the HIV-1
protease/substrate complex.
The subdivisions into Q ¼ 2, 3, 4 approximately-rigid
units are represented in Fig. 1, f–h. As for AKE, the units
are compactly organized in space but do not cover a single
stretch of the primary sequence. The sequence-disconnected
nature of the domains does not lead simply to a detailed
comparison with the TLS decomposition. We shall therefore
restrict ourselves to considering the primary hinge-points,
represented by amino acids 20, 35, 57, and 70, which emerge
from the precalculated subdivision offered by the TLS web-
server of the HIV-1 PR monomer (PDB structure 1t3r) in
five-to-seven intervals. The first three hinges fall within three
amino acids (along the primary sequence) from boundaries
indentified for the optimal subdivision in two primary
domains, Q ¼ 2 (see the Supporting Material), suggestive
of good consistency.
As a further comparison we considered the precalculated
subdivision of the HIV-1 PR monomer offered by the
DynDom server (based on structures 1aid and 1hsg). The
returned subdivision consisted of two domains, the smaller
one comprising segments 32–60 and 75–77, and broadly cor-
responding to the monomer flap. Though it should be borne
in mind that the subdivision might depend on the fact that
only one monomer is considered (multimers are not accepted
by the DynDom server), the identified modular nature of the
flaps is compatible with salient aspects of the TLS and vari-
ational decomposition.
The inspection of the optimal subdivisions in Fig. 1, f–h,
prompts two considerations. The motion of the flaps is largely
consistent with a coordinated rotatory movement around the
central fulcrum regions. It is evident from the Q ¼ 3, 4 cases
that within the nearly-rigid parts comprised by the flaps, the
points at the two extremes are displaced in opposite direc-
tions. On the one hand, this feature illustrates that the motion
of nearly-rigid units in proteins can be sufficiently general to
allow for the presence of anticorrelated motion within its
constituents parts. On the other hand, the analysis supports
the qualitative description of the flap motion first given by
Piana et al. (5), based on the visual inspection of the first
essential mode of a multi-nanosecond MD simulation (see
Fig. 6 b in (5)). Indeed, if the first mode only is used for
decomposing the proteins in to Q ¼ 2 blocks, it is found
that each entire flap is identified as a nearly-rigid unit (see
the Supporting Material).
The second observation regards the location of the catalytic
site of HIV-1 protease with respect to the ‘‘primary dynamical
boundaries.’’ By the latter, we mean the boundaries separating
the most prominent rigidlike regions in a protein (i.e., when
using Q ¼ 2 or Q ¼ 3). By inspecting Fig. 1, f–h, it is seen
that the highlighted catalytic aspartic dyad, which has low
mobility, straddles the rigid-domains interface for Q ¼ 2 and
is close to one or more domain boundaries for Q ¼ 3 and 4.Biophysical Journal 96(12) 4993–5002
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acids to the primary dynamical boundary is instrumental
for accompanying the limited mobility of the aspartic dyad
with a functionally-oriented modulation of the bound peptide
substrate (38).
Catalytic site location
It is interesting to note that modulations of the active site
analogous to HIV-1 protease have been found for several
other proteolytic enzymes differing by catalytic chemistry
and structural architecture (31,32,39). The existence of
such common large-scale movements is taken as the starting
point for examining what relationship, if any, exists between
the location of the cleavage sites and the proximity of
primary dynamical boundaries for other enzymes belonging
to hydrolases. Is the cleavage site commonly located near
primary dynamical boundary, as for HIV-1 protease?
The question appears particularly appealing also in view
of recent considerations made by del Sol et al. (11) that func-
tional sites in proteins with allosteric behavior are preferen-
tially located at the boundary between regions that are
modular in terms of contacting amino acids.
The question will be formulated within a rather comprehen-
sive framework, where proteolytic enzymes are considered
along with other enzymes members of class 3 of EC. The
enzymes were taken from the list of 76 representatives of
the main EC and CATH groups singled out in Zen et al.
(39). The list, restricted for simplicity to monomeric enzymes
(following the indication in annotated UNIPROT (40)
entries), is reported in Table 1 along with the EC and CATH
code and with the indication of the amino acids constituting
the catalytic site.
TABLE 1 Monomeric members of the EC class 3 enzymes
(hydrolases)
PDB Length Catalytic site
4p2p 124 H48, D99
1ako 268 N7, D151, N153, D229, H259
1vas 137 T2, R22, Q23, R26
2fmb 104 D25
1bol 222 H46, E105, H109
1k2a 136 H15, H129
1de3 150 H137, E96, H50
1kab 136 R35, R87
3eng 213 D10, D121
2f47 175 E11, D20
2ayh 214 E105, E109
4skn 223 N145
1avp 204 H54, E71, C122
1qjj 200 E93
1lqy 184 E154
Enzymes were taken from the representative list of Zen et al. (39), which
covers the main CATH groups. To avoid excessive dispersion in length,
only enzymes with 100–270 amino acids were considered. The amino acids
constituting the catalytic site were taken from the catalytic site atlas (48)
when literature evidence was available, otherwise they were obtained by
intersecting the catalytic site atlas and Uniprot data.Biophysical Journal 96(12) 4993–5002For each entry, the boundary between the two primary
dynamical domains was identified from the Q ¼ 2 subdivi-
sion. To measure the separation of a catalytic residue from
the primary dynamical boundary, we considered the distance
of its Ca from the nearest Ca belonging to the other dynam-
ical domain. The normalized distribution of these boundary
distances is shown with a thick line in Fig. 2 along with
the reference distribution (dashed line) of the boundary
distance of every amino acid in the 15 proteins. The two
distributions present appreciable differences as the catalytic
residues are preferentially closer to the interface than other
amino acids in the proteins.
The overall indication of catalytic-site/boundary prox-
imity in hydrolases conveyed by Fig. 2 was complemented
by a case-by-case analysis of the 15 enzymes in Table 1.
This detailed investigation is necessary in view of the fact
that the cumulated data in Fig. 2 reflect properties of a group
of enzymes with a certain heterogeneity in length, structural
architecture, and number of catalytic sites.
The Q¼ 2 subdivisions of the 15 enzymes are provided as
Supporting Material and consistently reveal the good prox-
imity of the cleavage sites with the boundaries between the
dynamical domains. Here we limit the discussion to three
enzymes whose dynamical role in the functional cleavage of
peptides or nucleic acids has been previously considered
(41–45), namely: exonuclease III (PDB 1ako); human adeno-
virus proteinase (PDB 1avp); and endo-1,3-1,4-b-D-glucan
4-glucanohydrolase (PDB 2ayh). Their Q ¼ 2 subdivision
is represented in Fig. 3, a–c.
Exonuclease III and adenovirus proteinase bind DNA in
double- and single-stranded forms, respectively. In Zen
et al. (39), a dynamics-based connection between them was
established, which is particularly interesting as they are not
evolutionarily related and are characterized by two different
architectures, 4-Layer Sandwich (CATH: 3.60.10.10) and
3-Layer (aba) Sandwich (CATH: 3.40.395.10), respectively.
In both cases the catalytic residues are found to be located at
the primary boundary. As visible in Fig. 3, the low-energy
FIGURE 2 Distribution of amino acid distances from the boundary sepa-
rating the two primary dynamical subdomains. The dashed line indicates the
distribution of boundary distances for all 2690 amino acids in the data set of
Table 1, while the thick line gives the distribution only for the 34 catalytic
amino acids. Both distributions are normalized.
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(represented in different colors) of exonuclease III (a),
human adenovirus proteinase (b), and endo-1,3-1,4-b-D-
glucan 4-glucanohydrolase (c). The decomposition was
performed taking into account the 10 lowest-energy modes.
For clarity, only the rigid-body approximation to the first
mode is shown. Catalytic residues are shown as spheres.modes have a common character as they entail an outward/
inward concerted movement between the two blocks in the
surroundings of the catalytic sites, with the latter at the center.
The analysis carried out on endo-1,3-1,4-b-D-glucan 4-gluca-
nohydrolase also shows that the two catalytic residues of the
enzyme are located in proximity to the interface between the
two primary dynamical domains, both surrounded by loops
forming a groove that can arguably accommodate the corre-
sponding ligand.
The consistent indication of Fig. 3 is that the catalytic site is
located close to the primary interface. This fact appears partic-
ularly interesting when considering how the primary
boundary is modulated by the lowest-energy modes of the
domains (which are compatible with the opening/closing of
the catalytic cleft (41,44,45)). By comparison to noninterfac-
ing amino acids, it is found that interface residues cover
a fairly large range of values both for overall mobility and
for the degree of distortion of the local structural environment
(see the Supporting Material). Interestingly, the catalytic site
is accommodated at, or close to, an interface subregion having
both low mobility and low-structural deformation. While
these properties are consistent with the expected rigidity of
the catalytic region, it is interesting that they can be realized
in proximity of the primary dynamical boundary, where
appreciable elastic strain can be built up due to the relative
motion of the dynamical domains.Approximately-rigid units: connectedness in
sequence and space
We conclude the analysis with a systematic evaluation of the
extent to which the subdivision of a protein into a limited
number of approximately-rigid units results in dynamical
domains that are compact in space and/or cover uninterrupted
regions of the primary sequence. The interest in this question is
twofold. On the one hand, it can provide indications on the
viability, for computational efficiency, of enforcing a priori
the proximity in sequence or space of the amino acids
belonging to the same group. On the other hand, it can shed
some light on the existence of consistent modular organizations
of proteins at the level of sequence, structure, and dynamics.
An interesting general context where these questions can be
posed is provided by multidomain proteins. We considered
a data set of 90 protein monomers, with overall sequence iden-
tity <90% and constituted by three-to-six CATH domains
each consisting of a single sequence interval (see the Support-
ing Material). Each protein was subdivided into a number of
dynamical domains equal to the number of CATH domains.
To analyze robust aspects of the sequence-integrity of the
dynamical domains, the rigid-units subdivisions were postpro-
cessed to eliminate domain fragments covering excessively
short sequence intervals. Specifically, fragments smaller
than 1/20th of the protein length (and in any case no longerBiophysical Journal 96(12) 4993–5002
5000 Potestio et al.than 10 amino acids) were removed. The amino acids in these
fragments are reassigned to the nearest flanking unit. The
resulting dynamical domains subdivisions (along the primary
sequence) were compared with the ones provided by CATH.
It was found that only for 30 proteins out of 90, did the
number of domain boundaries along the sequence match.
Therefore, in two-thirds of the cases, the dynamical domain
subdivisions gathered regions that were disconnected along
the primary sequence, at variance with structural subdivisions
employed in domain identifications. Notably, for the corre-
sponding 30 cases, the dynamical subdivisions were very
well consistent with the CATH ones. In fact, out of the 91
boundaries occurring in the 30 proteins, as many as 71
occurred at a separation of <10 residues of the CATH ones.
By commonly-employed criteria (46) this reflects a very
strong agreement of the subdivisions. It is worth noting that
also for the 60 nonmatching proteins, most of the CATH
subdivisions fall within 10 residues from the dynamical
ones, which are, however, more numerous.
For all the 90 proteins we checked the extent to which the
non-postprocessed dynamical domains, despite possibly
comprising segments that are not contiguous in sequence,
occupy compact regions in space. The compactness of
a domain was ascertained by measuring the diameter of the
graph given by the contact map of the residues (with a contact
cutoff distance of 7.5 A˚). A finite value of the diameter,
which measures the minimum number of graph edges that
need to be traversed for connecting any two nodes in the
graph, indicates the spatial compactness of the domain. It
was found that <5 dynamical domains out of 308 comprised
disconnected, though nearby, regions. This provides an
a posteriori indication of the fact that rigidlike units comprise
amino acids that occupy spatially connected regions.
Finally, despite the differences in sequence integrity of the
dynamical and CATH subdivisions, we performed a test to
quantify the overlap between these two decompositions.
We found that the mutual one-to-one overlap of the CATH
domains and rigid units was, on average, 80%, which under-
scores a nontrivial, albeit not perfect, consistency between
the two subdivision criteria. The degree of overlap, special-
ized for the two principal CATH codes (class and architec-
tures) is provided as Supporting Material.
CONCLUSIONS
In consideration of the collective nature of the lowest-energy
modes of structural fluctuations in proteins, it appears natural
to investigate the extent to which the internal dynamics of
these biomolecules can be described in terms of a few groups
of amino acids, each moving, under thermal agitation, as an
approximately-rigid unit.
The method presented and applied here introduces a varia-
tional scheme, for optimally grouping proteins’ amino acids
into a preassigned number of approximately-rigid units. The
search in configuration space (possible amino acid groupings)Biophysical Journal 96(12) 4993–5002is guided by the maximization of the fraction of the proteins’
equilibrium fluctuations captured after the suppression of
the internal fluctuations within the putative rigid units. The
method is computationally efficient as proteins of 200 resi-
dues can be subdivided in, e.g., 10 dynamical domains in
~1 min, on present-day personal computers. The method
presents the following appealing features. First, its variational
formulation allows the straightforward control of the viability
of the rigid-body approximation for each unit. Secondly, no
a priori assumption is made on the fact that a unit should
comprise an uninterrupted stretch of the primary sequence,
nor should occupy a compact (not disconnected) region of
space. Finally, the subdivision is not guided by considerations
on the high degree of correlation of equilibrium displacements
of pairs of amino acids belonging to the same group, as this
criterion is not necessarily respected for generic movements
of a rigid body.
The subdivision into rigid units was performed and dis-
cussed in a number of contexts of biophysical interest. We
first used the method to analyze and describe the internal
dynamics of adenylate kinase using data obtained from
atomistic molecular dynamics simulations. For this specific
enzyme, the subdivision into as few as three units is already
sufficient to account for 77% of the fluctuation entailed by
the top-10 low energy modes. In addition, these rigid units
and the bridging hinge regions are consistent with previous
studies (28,30) and in general agreement with the partition-
ing obtained through uncorrelated methodologies, such as
TLS crystallographic data analysis (22). This suggests that
the method can possibly be used to identify primary hinge
regions in proteins (e.g., through the comparison of the loca-
tion of boundaries separating dynamical domains upon
increasing the number of subdivisions, Q).
A further case study was constituted by the dimeric HIV-1
protease with a bound peptide substrate. The complex was sub-
divided using the essential dynamical spaces identified via an
elastic network model. The resulting subdivisions reflected the
large-scale mechanical couplings that are known to exist
between the distal regions of the flaps, which are capable of
modulating the proximity of the peptide with the cleavage
site. Interestingly, the catalytic aspartic dyad was found to be
located at the boundary separating the most prominent rigid
units. This localization appears instrumental for accompa-
nying the limited mobility of the catalytic site (which has to
be preserved in the correct catalytic geometry) with specific
concerted movements of the flaps, compatible with the modu-
lation of the substrate in a b-extended configuration (38).
The computational effectiveness of the decomposition
strategy, in conjunction with elastic network models, sug-
gests the potential applicability of the method (in which
general features of proteins’ functionally oriented elasticity
are sought, in terms of the collective motion of a few units).
As an example of this avenue, and motivated by the findings
of HIV-1 protease, we investigated the relationship between
the relative location of primary boundaries among dynamical
Subdivision of Proteins in Rigid Domains 5001domains and known catalytic sites for several monomeric
representatives of the hydrolases (class 3 of the enzyme clas-
sification). Despite differences in structural organization and
nature of the bound substrate, the catalytic site of these
enzymes is found to be preferentially located at a particular
subregion (experiencing both low mobility and small struc-
tural deformation) of the primary interface.
Consistently with HIV-1 protease, the motion of the rigid
units delimiting the active region are found to be generally
compatible with functionally oriented movements leading
to the binding or processing of the substrate.
These applications indicate that the variational method
may be profitably used to not only gain insight into the
modular organization of structure and functionally oriented
dynamics of individual proteins, but also as a comparative
tool to highlight common dynamical features in protein fami-
lies and superfamilies (39).
The method could also be used to identify order parame-
ters apt for capturing the relative displacements and correla-
tions of the rigid domains. The order parameters could be
used in MD contexts where all the atomic degrees of freedom
are retained, either to analyze a posteriori MD trajectories or
to add a controlled bias for aiding the exploration of confor-
mational space. The latter strategy might be of help in
protein/protein docking schemes (47) through the generation
of conformers of partner biomolecules.
The program implementing the decomposition is freely
available, upon request, for academic use. We are currently
working on making the tool available also as a Web service
named PiSQRD (after protein structure quasi-rigid domain
decomposition).
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